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Splashdown rides gone wild ps2 characters

Splashdown: Ride Sarah Wilde Developer(s)Rainbow Studios Publisher(s)THQPlatform(s)PlayStation 2, Mobile Release PlayStation 2NA: August 5, 2003EU: October 17, 2003 Mobile Phone 2005 Genre (s)Racing Mode (s)Single Player, Multiplayer Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild (also known as Splashdown 2: Rides
Gone in Europe) developed by Rainbow Studios and published by THQ for THQ 2003 PlayStation and Mobile Phones. It's a sequel to the original splashdown for PlayStation 2 and Xbox. The game features a career mode that gives points to players that victory races can use to upgrade items or buy new ones. It also has
arcade, training and multiplayer modes. The Xbox version was planned but cancelled. Reception aggregate score aggregator scorescore mobile ps2 game ranking 50%[13]80%[14] metacriticN/A80/100[15] review score mobile PS2AllGameN/A[1]EGMN/A7.17/10[2] Game InfosenN/A9.25/10[3][#Game][#Game [#3]
[#Game][#GameSpot3.7/10[6]8.2/10[7]GameZoneN/A9/10[8]IGN6.1 2/10[9]8.9/10[10]OPM (US)N/A[11]X-PlayN/A[12] PlayStation 2 version received favorable reviews according to reviews. [15] See ^ Marriott, Scott Allan. Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild (PS2) - Review. All games. All media networks. Archived from the
original on November 15, 2014. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ EGM Staff (October 2003). Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild (PS2). Electronic Gaming Monthly. No. 171. Jeep Davis. p. 142. Archived from the original on May 6, 2004. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Ripper, Justin (September 2003). Splashdown:
Rides Gone Wild (PS2). Game Informant. No. 125. Gamestop. p. 104. Archived from the original on January 20, 2008. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Air Hendrix (August 5, 2003). Splashdown: The rides GamePro.com review for the PS2. As a game pro. IDG Entertainment. Archived from the original on February 12,
2005. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ G., Brian (August 2003). Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild review (PS2). Game revolution. CravingsOnline. Archived from the original on September 10, 2015. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Score, Avery (September 8, 2005). Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild review (mobile) [date
mis-marked as September 9, 2005]. Gamespot. CBS Interactive. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Varanini, Giancarlo (August 7, 2003). Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild Review (PS2) [incorrectly marked as date August 11, 2003]. Gamespot. CBS Interactive. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Beddiesian, Lewis (August
14, 2003) Splashdown Rides Gone Wild - PS2 - Review. The game was archived from john. original on October 5, 2008. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Buchanan, Levy (September 1, 2005). Splashdown: Ride Sarah Wilde (cell). Ign. Jeep Davis. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Perry, Douglas C. (August 4, 2003).
Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild (PS2). Ign. Jeep Davis. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Ricky, Joe (September) Splashdown: Ride Gone Wild. Official U.S. PlayStation magazine. Jeep Davis. p. 101. Archived from the original on June 24, 2004. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Shklon, Emet (August 21, 2003).
'Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild' (PS2) review. X-play. TechTV. It was archived from the original on August 16, 2003. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Splashdown: Rides gone wild for mobile. Game rankings. CBS Interactive. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ Splashdown: Rides gone wild for PlayStation 2. Game
rankings. CBS Interactive. It was found on March 17, 2019. ^ b Splashdown: Wild Gone Rides for PlayStation 2 review. Metacritic. CBS Interactive. It was found on March 17, 2019. Outside Link Splashdown: Wild Gone Rides at MobyGames This racing game related article is a stub. Wikipedia can be expanded.vte This
THQ-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Share North American PlayStation2 Cover Art PlayStation 2NA = 2003EU = October 17, 2003 Mobile Phone Player, Single Player, Multiplayer Splashdown: Rides Wild (also known as Splashdown 2: Gone Wild in Europe) is a 2003 jet ski racing
game developed by Rainbow Studios. It's a sequel to the original splashdown for PlayStation 2 and Xbox. The game features a career mode that gives points to players that victory races can use to upgrade items or buy new ones. It also has arcade, training and multiplayer modes. Gameplay [Edit Source Edit |]
Splashdown: Rides Sarah Wilde returns the same gameplay in the prequel but the gameplay itself features a career mode that gives players points that the winning race can use to upgrade items or buy new ones. It also has arcade, training and multiplayer modes. On the bright side, Ride Sarah Wilde plays almost
identically to the original Slashdown. All the little things that made the first title great are intact: outstanding water physics, a sense of immediate, finesse processing, various processes and, in it, an impressive set of secret passages. The [Edit |] teaser [Edit Edit] teaser [edit |] is released as a demonstration to fans of the
original game before the actual game's teaser is actually released. IGN Insider has access to our detailed three-part writing that includes movies compared side by side with the original, analysis of level dynamics, widescreen media, and more! Reception [Edited | Source] Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild has received
mostly positive reviews. It scores game rankings with Meta Creek84/100 and 82.48% and 78/100 and 78.07% for PlayStation 2 and mobile versions. [1] [2] [3] [4] IGN was 8.8/10 saying the game was high. Required References [Edit | Source Edit] Template:Links Outside the Note List [Edit | Source Edit] Game Spot
Splashdown: Rides Gone Wild - Official Homepage Template:Splashdown Community Content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Images not available for Color: Splashdown: Ride Gone Wild Strategy Guide/Walkthrw/FAQ Corey Feldman Interviews 50,000 Warehouse Point Options on the screen, press
up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, right, square, circle. All warehouse items on the options screen, press up, down, down, left, right, left, right, right, left, up, right, up, right, right, top, bottom, left, top, up, right, left, top. TrendingBuy PS5WundavisionCES 2021 Best TV PS5Stories GamesRadar+ is supported by
audiences. If you make a purchase through a link on our site, you may receive an affiliate fee. More PS2 | Learn the options submitted by GamesRadar go to the screen and tap, down, left, right, left, right, left, left, down, right, right, down, left, up to game deals, merchandise and the latest news to get the best game
deals, reviews, product advice, competitions, game news you can't miss, etc! Thank you for joining GamesRadar+. You will receive a confirmation email shortly. There was a problem. Refresh the page and try again. No spam, I promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will not share your details without your
permission. FlagView History This page contains tricks, codes, Easter eggs, tips and other secrets about splashdown 2: Wild rides for PlayStation 2. If you find a trick that you want to add or modify on your page, click Edit and add it. 50,000 warehouse points: UP, UP, DOWN, BOTTOM, LEFT, RIGHT, RIGHT, BOTTOM,
BOTTOM, LEFT, LEFT, RIGHT, BOTTOM, LEFT, UP, RIGHT, BOTTOM, LEFT, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP, UP, DOWN, DOWN, LEFT, RECIEVE ALL WAREHOUSE ITEMS: UP, UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, UP, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, DOWN, LEFT, UP, UP, DOWN, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP,
DOWN, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, ALL WAREHOUSE ITEMS: UP, UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, BOTTOM, LEFT, TOP, BOTTOM, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, ALL WAREHOUSE ITEMS: UP, UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, BOTTOM, LEFT, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, ALL
WAREHOUSE ITEMS: UP, UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, ALL WAREHOUSE ITEMS: UP, UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, UP, DOWN, LEFT, UP, DOWN, UP,
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